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A Direct Calculation of Shift Factors Under Network Islanding
Yong Fu, Senior Member, IEEE, and Zuyi Li, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The outage of transmission lines, especially of mul-
tiple lines, could cause power network islanding. Traditional line
outage distribution factors cannot be directly used for the power
flow calculation under network islanding. This letter proposes a di-
rect and fast two-phase method for calculating shift factors under
network islanding by leveraging existing shift factors of base case
(pre-contingency) network.
Index Terms—Contingency analysis, islanding, shift factor.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE outage of transmission lines, especially of multiple
lines, could cause power network islanding. The study

on fast calculation of power flows on monitored transmission
lines under network islandingwill significantly enhance network
contingency analysis in a highly uncertain operational environ-
ment. Once network islanding occurs, the existing process for
calculating power flow [1] is to 1) identify the buses within each
islanded area; 2) select a slackbus for each area; and 3) use partial
matrix refactorization to quickly modify the existing factoriza-
tion table of the normal/base case (pre-contingency) and obtain
a quick power flow solution for each area. Although the third
step is considerably faster than a completely new factorization
table build for each area, it still needs non-trivial calculation
efforts which might slow down the network contingency anal-
ysis, especially for a large-scale power system with numerous
multiple contingencies that could result in network islanding.
Notice that sensitivity analysis with power transfer distribution
factors (PTDF), shift factors (SF), and line outage distribution
factors (LODF) has already been successfully and widely used
to identify power flows during line contingencies [2]. However,
a general assumption is that the connectivity of the networkmust
hold when line outages occur. This letter proposes a closed-form
expression for sensitivities under network islanding through
a two-phase analysis. The proposed direct and fast two-stage
method can calculate shift factors under network islanding by
leveraging existing shift factors of base case (pre-contingency)
network. Consequently, only a few calculation steps are required
to identify the power flows on monitored lines in each islanded
area, and the contingency analyses for large-scale power systems
with islanding issues will be accelerated significantly.

II. SHIFT FACTORS UNDER ISLANDING NETWORK

Notice that the power imbalance due to network islanding
could be compensated by redispatch in each islanded area based
onpredefinedgeneratorparticipation factors [3].Thus, thekeyel-
ement of fastDCpowerflowcalculationunder network islanding
is how to quickly obtain shift factors in each islanded area.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of islanding networks.

Fig. 1 illustrates two subsystems that are connected together
through two tie lines - and - . The outage of a single tie line
will not create network islanding. Without loss of generality, we
assume that tie line - is on outage first, followed immediately
by tie line - . In a more general case, we assume that the out-
ages of tie lines occur in two phases: the outage of a group of
tie lines occurs first, but does not create network islanding,
while the outage of the last tie line - does. We study the fol-
lowing two phases in sequence.
1) Phase I: We first calculate the power flows/shift factors

on the monitored lines (e.g., - ) in Area 1 that has
lines and buses when injecting one unit power at certain
buses (e.g., ) when tie lines (e.g., - ) are outage. As
the last tie line - is still in service, the connectivity of the entire
power system still holds. Accordingly, (1) in a matrix form [2]
can be used to directly identify the new power flows in Area 1,

indicated by superscript capital O for outages, using the
shift factors of normal/base case indicated by superscript
0. Note that the numbers in parentheses in subscripts show the
dimension of each matrix, and in superscripts indicates
that the shift factors are with respect to slack bus . Note that
the PTDF with respect to a transfer from bus “from” to bus “to”
is equal to the difference between the SF with respect to bus
“from” and the SF with respect to bus “to”:

(1)
2) Phase II: We then study if the outage of the last tie line -

will affect the shifter factors in Area 1 obtained in (1) under the
outage of tie lines . The answer is that the shift factors under
network islanding due to the outage of the last line are the same
as those in (1):

(2)

Proof: Assume that the Thevenin equivalent reactance in
Area 2 is , and get the following with reordering buses:

...
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Set ...
,

, ,

.

Let ,

where

...
...

The above equation shows that the shift factor calculation of
Area 1, which is based on matrix , is independent of the pa-
rameters (e.g., line reactance) and the location of the last tie line
- and all lines within Area 2. This also implies a key conclu-
sion that the sequence of line outages will not affect the values
of shift factors in the islanded Area 1.
Similarly, (3) can be used to calculate the shift factors in the is-

landedArea2 thathas linesand buses ifweassumetempo-
rally that the original slack bus for the entire power system is
:

(3)
However, note that the shift factors in (3) is slack bus dependent.
As the original slack bus of the entire power system is , rather
than , the shifter factors in the right hand side of (3) should
be updated by (4) when the slack bus changes from to :

(4)
According to the above formulations (1)–(4), the new shift

factors for each islanded area can be directly and quickly ob-
tained by using the original shift factors table of normal/base
case network.

III. CASE STUDIES
The IEEE 14-bus system [2] is studied to demonstrate the ap-

plication of (1)–(4). Let us calculate the post-contingency shift
factorof themonitored line3–4with respect toaperunitpower in-
jection at bus 5 in themain gridwith the slack bus 1, and the post-
contingency shift factor of themonitored line 12–13with respect
to the injection atbus12 in the isolatedgridwith thenewslackbus
6, when three tie lines 6–11, 5–6, and 13–14 are on outage.
1) Case 1: Assume that lines 6–11 and 5–6 are on outage

first, followed by line 13–14:

2) Case 2: Assume that lines 6–11 and 13–14 are on outage
first, followed by line 5–6:

Note that all SFs in Case 2 are the same as those in Case 1, which
shows that the sequence of lines outages will not affect the final
SF values.
3) Case 3: In order to validate the correctness of the pro-

posed method, the traditional SF calculation is applied to the
two islanded networks. The obtained SF values are exactly the
same as those in the above Cases 1 and 2.
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